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as you can see, i really enjoy playing the pinball machines in stern pinball arcade. the physics are
spot on, the playfield is well designed, and the tables look and sound great. it's also a real joy to
see so many classics from the '80s and '90s resurface, alongside some of the latest models
available today. the tables are also playable by multiple players, making the game the perfect way
to pass the time. it's really the ideal arcade experience. if you like pinball, you owe it to yourself to
pick up some stern pinball arcade now. it's worth mentioning that the developer of stern pinball
arcade, christopher yung, is also the developer of hack the world, and that the two games are
connected in some way. you may have noticed that hack the world is very similar to stern pinball
arcade, and that's because yung, the creator of both games, worked for stern and was very
involved in the design of the original tables. of course, there are plenty of other reasons to buy
stern pinball arcade. if you want to be able to play as many tables as possible, then this is the place
to do it. the game supports players to connect up to eight players simultaneously and, in the
process, stern pinball arcade will provide you with a port for your xbox live account. plus, the full
version of this game also includes an xbox live arcade version of the ripley's believe it or not! table,
with extra balls, two new play modes, and more. as for those who are looking for a bit of
entertainment on the go, stern pinball arcade is available for the iphone, ipod touch, and ipad. its
also bundled with a number of the apple tablet's launch games, including star wars: black
squadron, batman: arkham asylum, and bioshock infinite.
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yeah, this review isn't that great. as many people have mentioned, the reviewer did seem to miss
the point of spa. i can understand someone just not enjoying these machines as much as zen, but
the complaints here don't focus on the aspects of the games that really matter and it sounds like

the reviewer never really dug into the machines. the reviewer complains about how the the
machines don't have the latest licenses (licenses ultimately are the least important part of a pinball

game. there are great pinball machines with awful licenses (eg the shadow) and awful pinball
machines with great licenses (eg street fighter ii)) and how the games featured in spa are so much
simpler compared to zen's offerings. sure, zen's games are bright and flashy, but the games in spa,
especially the newer ones, have much more depth when it comes to things to do and strategies to
take. gameplay is where it really counts. not to mention the fantastic thought and engineering that
went into designing these games in the first place (obviously harder to appreciate in digital form,

but still). also find it funny how the reviewer mentions the walking dead as something you wouldn't
see here when stern actually did a walking dead machine a few years ago. hopefully it comes to spa
some time. from the 00s, there's harley davidson: third edition, ripley's believe it or not!, and high
roller casino. harley davidson: third edition is another table that's great for pinball newbies thanks

to its straightforward, uncluttered playfield and easy-to-activate multiball, while ripley's believe it or
not! dials up the level of difficulty with a myriad of ramps and targets to hit, and a complex quest
system. it can still be played and enjoyed by novices, but if you're an expert, ripley's believe it or

not! has some serious depth. 5ec8ef588b
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